ASSOCIATE PATENT ANALYST (f/m)

This position is in the Intellectual Property (IP) department and you will be reporting to the Head of IP.

We are looking for a software engineer, physicist, data scientist or engineer who can contribute to the work of the IP department of a highly innovative German software company. The candidate can be a freshman from a university or already have some work experience.

Your tasks
• Be part of our 45-person global legal team
• Work with lawyers, engineers and paralegals on meaningful tasks and projects
• Evaluate and analyze new patent proposals, opinions and recommendations for new patent applications
• Prior-art search as part of the patent application process
• Opinions/recommendations on office actions during the patent application process
• Support Software AG’s software engineers around the world to transform a highly innovative idea into a strong and valuable patent
• Think “out of the box” and go the extra mile to protect Software AG’s IP
• Take interest in the digitalization of processes to enlarge our “Agile Legal App Suite”
• Conduct in-depth competitive analysis to identify strategic innovation in the area of Software AG’s technology trend and emerging conventions
• Feel and live trust and respect

Your profile
• Bachelor’s or a master’s degree in computer science, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, physics or mathematics
• Candidate should be keen to find differences in technology applications and have the ability to objectively look at technical issues
• Programming skills in Java®, app development and dashboarding
• Strong analytical skills
• Structured working manner combined with the ability to act quickly and flexibly in an international corporate environment
• Good presentation skills
• Eye for detail with the ability to imagine the whole picture
• German and English fluency in word and speech
• Team player with good communication skills
• Curious and open for change
• Self-motivated

Interested?
Please submit your detailed application by using our online procedure including a possible starting date and your salary expectations: https://jobs.softwareag.com.

Your application should include a short motivation letter, a CV and your references.

Your contact
Yvonne Exeler, Manager HR Recruiting & Onboarding DACH
+49 (0) 681 210 3727
yvonne.exeler@softwareag.com